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National Curriculum:
• Punctuation of sentences 

using a capital letter and a 
full stop, question mark or 
exclamation mark

Session 6: 
English
Lower Key Stage 2  
(Years 3 & 4)

Learn Programme

Powerful 
Punctuation
Developing correct grammar using actions and cricket related 
sentences/stories.

A  Starter

Power Practice

Y
Capital Letter

!
Exclamation Mark 

.
Full stop 

?
Question Mark

,
Comma

Practise punctuation using the examples in the diagram.

Try making a capital letter with your whole body. Show a partner and 
see if they can work out what letter it is. Can you make a letter with 
your partner?

R   Resource Punctuation Cards 
Resource Worksheet: Punctuation 

B  Main Activity

Powerful Punctuation
Add the correct punctuation to the cricket sentences:

• Is the batter out? 

• What a brilliant catch! 

• The fielder ran to collect the ball.

This can be done by teacher reading sentence and pupils show correct 
action. Now can you make your own cricket sentences?
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C  Star Challenge 

Check it Over!
Use a piece of cricket text without punctuation. 

Add the correct punctuation. 

Read it aloud to your partner and see if they can ‘perform’ the  
correct punctuation.

R  Resource Worksheet: Punctuation
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Power Practice
Children move around the room in a variety of ways directed by the teacher.  
When the teacher shouts out a punctuation mark the children have to do an action.

Capital Letter: Children make the shape of a capital letter.

Comma: Freeze then jump on the spot shape with body part poking out –arm, leg etc.

Full Stop: Freeze in small shape (levels) one foot, two feet.

Question Mark: Stand on one leg with one arm up above the head.

Exclamation Mark: Straight jump, followed by a punch.

Other punctuation can be added in e.g. counter balance in pairs for brackets.

“Can you think of others?”
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Powerful Punctuation

Powerful Punctuation
Add the correct punctuation to the cricket sentences. E.g. 

“Is the batter out?” 

“What a brilliant catch!” 

“The fielder ran to collect the ball.”

This can be done by a teacher reading the sentence and pupils showing the correction action.

Now can you make your own cricket sentences?
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Worksheet: Punctuation

Use a piece of cricket without punctuation. Here’s the first page from the 
‘Class 10’s Chance to Shine’ book. Add the correct punctuation. Score one 
run for every correct punctuation. What’s your highest run total? 

Class 10’s Chance to Shine by Rachael Wong & Vivienne Husband 

alex grabbed his school bag and ran out of the front door he was so excited 
today was the day he had been waiting for the chance to shine cricket 
coaches were coming to his school alex loved cricket and he was looking 
forward to playing it with his school friends most of them had never 
played cricket before and he was desperate to show his friends what fun 
cricket could be alex hoped they would then come down to his local club 
and join the under 9s team Come on mum why are you so slow asked alex 
impatiently as his mum locked the door lets get to school quickly so I can 
talk to my friends about chance to shine cricket before the bell goes mum 
smiled put her key in her pocket and tried to catch up with alex he was 
already halfway down the road

Class 10’s Chance to Shine by Rachael Wong & Vivienne Husband 

Alex grabbed his school bag and ran out of the front door. He was so 
excited! Today was the day he had been waiting for; the Chance to Shine 
cricket coaches were coming to his school. Alex loved cricket and he was 
looking forward to playing it with his school friends.  
Most of them had never played cricket before and he was desperate to 
show his friends what fun cricket could be. Alex hoped they would then 
come down to his local club and join the Under 9’s team. 

“Come on, mum, why are you so slow?” asked Alex impatiently as his 
mum locked the door. “Let’s get to school quickly so I can talk to my 
friends about Chance to Shine cricket before the bell goes.”

Mum smiled, put her key in her pocket, and tried to catch up with Alex. 
He was already halfway down the road!

Class 10’s Chance to Shine  
by Rachael Wong & Vivienne Husband




